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Royal Charter Amendments 

MAIN TEXT 

9.1. A provision of this Charter may be added to, supplemented, varied or omitted (in 
whole or in part) if, and only if the requirements of Article 9.2 and Article 9.2A are 
met.  

9.2. Before any proposal (made by any person) to add to, supplement, vary or omit 
(in whole or in part) a provision of this Charter (“proposed change”) can take effect a 
draft of the proposed change must have been laid before Parliament, and approved 
by a resolution of each House. For this purpose “approved” means that at least two-
thirds of the members of the House in question who vote on the motion do so in 
support of it.  

9.2A Where a proposed change would be within the legislative competence of the 
Scottish Parliament, article 9.2 shall apply with the reference to laying before 
Parliament taken to mean laying before the Scottish Parliament, and the reference to 
approval by a resolution of each House taken to mean approval by a resolution of 
the Scottish Parliament.  For this purpose “approved” means that at least [two-thirds] 
[a majority] of the members of the Scottish Parliament who vote on the motion do so 
in support of it. 

10.1. This Charter, and the Recognition Panel created by it, shall not be dissolved 
unless information about the proposed dissolution has been presented to Parliament, 
and that proposal has been approved by a resolution of each House. For this 
purpose “approved” means that at least two-thirds of the members of the House in 
question who vote on the motion do so in support of it.  

10.1A This Charter, and the Recognition Panel created by it, shall not be dissolved 
unless information about the proposed dissolution has been presented to the 
Scottish Parliament, and that proposal has been approved by a resolution. For this 
purpose “approved” means that at least [two-thirds] [a majority] of the members of 
the Scottish Parliament who vote on the motion do so in support of it. 

SCHEDULE 3 

8. The code must take into account the importance of freedom of speech, the 
interests of the public (including but not limited to the public interest in detecting or 
exposing crime or serious impropriety, protecting public health and safety and 
preventing the public from being seriously misled), the need for journalists to protect 
confidential sources of information, and the rights of individuals, and the need for 
appropriate respect and decency in reporting and commenting on the recently 
deceased, where the only public interest in them is in the manner and circumstances 
of their death, and their near relations. 


